Conventional approaches to create biomaterials rely on reverse engineering of biological structures, on biomimicking, and on bioinspiration. Plant nanobionics is a recent approach to engineer new materials combining plant organelles with synthetic nanoparticles to enhance, for example, photosynthesis. Biological structures often outperform man-made materials. For example, higher plants sense temperature changes with high responsivity. However, these properties do not persist after cell death. Here, we permanently stabilize the temperature response of isolated plant cells adding carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Interconnecting cells, we create materials with an effective temperature coefficient of electrical resistance (TCR) of −1,730% K −1 , ∼2 orders of magnitude higher than the best available sensors. This extreme temperature response is due to metal ions contained in the egg-box structure of the pectin backbone, lodged between cellulose microfibrils. The presence of a network of CNTs stabilizes the response of cells at high temperatures without decreasing the activation energy of the material. CNTs also increase the background conductivity, making these materials suitable elements for thermal and distance sensors. temperature sensor | plant nanobionics | carbon nanotubes | iontronics | biomaterials 1
M aterials that respond sensitively to temperature variations are used in several applications that range from electrical temperature sensors (1) to microbolometers for thermal cameras (2, 3) . Existing high-performance temperature-sensitive materials, such as vanadium oxide, have temperature coefficient of electrical resistance (TCR) on the order of −6% K −1 at room temperature (4) . These materials derive their properties from changes of their crystal structure during semiconductor to metal transitions (5) . Higher sensitivities have been pursued by exploiting quantum effects (6-9), e.g., in carbon nanotube (CNT) composites (1) . However, such composites reach lower TCRs because CNTs are embedded in an insulating polymeric matrix (1) .
Variations of the ambient temperature influence the biopotential of living plants (10, 11) . Experiments performed in vivo on a maple tree (Acer saccharum) showed an exponential correlation between the tree's branch electrical resistance and temperature (10) . This behavior has been attributed to ionic conductivity occurring in plant cell walls (11) . The plant cell wall has a highly complex macromolecular architecture with very dynamic structural and physiological properties (12) . The cell wall, positioned outside the plasma membrane (13) , is composed of carbohydrates such as cellulose microfibrils (14) with diameters as small as 3.0 nm (15) and hemicellulose interconnected with pectin. Pectins are composed of pectic polysaccharides rich in galacturonic acid that influence properties such as porosity, surface charge, pH, and ion balance and therefore are critical for ion transport within the cell wall. Pectins contain multiple negatively charged saccharides that bind cations, such as Ca 2+ , that form cross-links that confer strength and expansibility to the cell wall (16) (17) (18) . It has been shown that the gelation rate of pectin decreases exponentially with temperature so that the number of dissociated chains and free ions is higher at elevated temperatures (19) . This finding was explained by an entropic effect: as the temperature increases, the probability of interaction between two pectin chains is reduced (19) .
Biomaterials have been produced through different approaches, for example, reverse engineering of biological structures (20) , biomimicking (21) , and bioinspiration (22) . To synthesize our materials, we invert these conventional approaches and allow biology to drive the fabrication. By culturing plant cells in the presence of CNTs, we obtain composite, multifunctional materials consisting of a biological matrix and synthetic nanoparticles. Biological cells-CNT composites have been fabricated earlier by combining multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) with plant or fungal cells (23, 24) . These materials were shown to be electrically conductive and, in the case of BY-2 tobacco cells, have mechanical properties comparable to balsam fir wood (23) . However, earlier studies of BY-2-MWCNT composites did not include their temperature response. Here, we describe the exceptionally high temperature-and moisture sensitivity of these materials and validate the mechanisms governing these responses.
Results and Discussion
Characterization. The microstructure of the produced material resembles that of natural wood (Fig. S1A ). The presence of MWCNTs confers structural stability and a high electrical conductivity, which can be exploited to connect the samples to an external circuit. Hence, we termed the material cyberwood. The method used to synthesize this material is very inexpensive and scalable. We produced and tested two sets of samples at different scales varying in volume by ∼4 orders of magnitude (Materials and Methods). We demonstrate the use of these materials as scalable thermal sensors and describe the fundamental mechanisms governing their response.
Significance
We present a bionic material made of plant cells and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) that exhibits record high temperature sensitivity. This material outperforms by ∼2 orders of magnitude the best man-made materials. The basic mechanism governing this response is the ionic conductivity in the egg-box structure of the pectin backbone, which interconnects cellulose microfibrils in the plant cell wall. The use of CNTs allows the bioelectrical property found in living plants to persist after cell death and stabilizes the response of the dried cells at high temperatures.
To measure the electrical properties of the larger (macroscale) samples we sputtered coplanar gold electrodes at their extremities ( Fig. 1 A and B) , and to measure the smaller (microscale) samples we deposited them on gold electrodes on a substrate. We also performed measurements with steel contacts and we found no significant difference. Scanning electron microscopy images of the samples show that MWCNTs partially penetrate the cell wall and form a complex network among cells ( Fig. 1 C and D). A schematic diagram of the MWCNTs-cell wall nanostructure, comprising the pectin backbone (25) , is shown in Fig.  1E . For a discussion and references about the model in Fig. 1E , see SI Text, CNT and Cell Wall Penetration and Fig. S1B .
Resistance of the larger samples was monitored as a function of temperature at different values of moisture content, following different thermal cycles ( Fig. 2A ). Samples were subjected to slow temperature variations, between 35°C and 75°C, to control the sample's moisture content. All measurements, performed at thermal equilibrium, showed that resistance decreased with increasing temperature. The measured resistance decreased by almost 3 orders of magnitude in a 40°C temperature increase. This value corresponds to an effective TCR of −1,730% K −1 (Table  S1 ). To determine the stability of the material over a long period, we measured the variation of the current as a function of time at constant temperature ( Fig. 2B ). In these tests we rapidly ramped the temperature of samples with different moisture contents from 35°C to 75°C and held the temperature constant at 75°C for approximately 100 min before cooling. Samples with increasingly higher moisture content showed a decrease of the measured current at constant temperature, indicating they were drying. Because the sample measured at 75°C at 0% moisture (magenta curve) showed no change in the current with time, we assumed that it could not have been dried further at this temperature (see also additional experiments reported in Fig. S2A and its discussion). The process of dehydration is reversible ( Fig. S2B) .
To quantify the effect of the moisture content on the sample's electrical response, we measured the variation of the sample's electrical resistance as a function of the sample's weight (indicating different water content; Fig. 2C ). The colored circles around each experimental point in Fig. 2C correspond to the colors in Fig. 2 A and B . These results suggest that cyberwood can be used as a humidity sensor as long as temperature is kept constant. The same material can be used as a temperature sensor as long as humidity is kept constant. To show that it is possible to discriminate between the temperature contribution and that of the moisture of the environment, without monitoring the sample's weight, we encased the material in a polymeric housing (Fig. S3 ). The presence of the housing did not change the measured temperature response (Fig. S3, Inset) .
The optimal performance of cyberwood was found below 100°C. Above this temperature, the properties of the cellular material decrease. To identify the maximum operating temperature of the material, we measured the electrical resistance cycling the samples at increasing temperatures up to 200°C (Fig. 2D ). Measurements revealed an unchanged sensitivity from 25°up to approximately 100°C, above which irreversible modifications of the cellular matrix occurred. When the sample was heated to 120°C (dotted line) and then slowly cooled to 40°C (yellow line) its color changed from black to brown, which suggests that structural changes had occurred. To emphasize the change in slope of the curves we drew two parallel lines (red squares) representing the response measured up to 75°C. When the sample was heated to 200°C the material changed further its electrical temperature behavior. This was expected because, in simulations reported earlier, cellulose changes its molecular structure at similar temperatures (26) . During this higher temperature cycle the sample's color changed to dark woody-brown tone and its weight reduced considerably and irreversibly. Nevertheless, the resistance-temperature response spanned almost 4 orders of magnitude (cyan line in Fig. 2D ).
Sensing Mechanisms. We performed experiments to understand the mechanisms contributing to the extreme temperature and humidity sensitivity of the cyberwood. We expected mixed ionic and electronic conductivities and designed tests to deconvolve the contribution of each mode. Fig. 2E shows the Arrhenius plots of the conductivity of a cyberwood microsample (BY-2-MWCNTs, yellow line) and that of control experiments. We found no variation in the microsample temperature response compared with larger samples. Measurements on samples obtained with isolated tobacco cells in the absence of MWCNTs (BY-2, black line) also presented high temperature responsivity, although this phenomenon was transient. Because BY-2 samples required high water content for being conductive, they became unstable at temperatures above 55°C (black dotted line) due to water loss. In addition, even at low temperatures, their lifetime was limited to a few cycles, due to cell death and loss of structural stability. Cyberwood samples tested over a 12-mo period did not show any change in their thermal or mechanical response. These experiments proved that the cyberwood's sensitivity to temperature is primarily due to the structure of plant cells.
The temperature sensitivity of plants is due to the presence of ions in the cell wall (11) . The egg-box structure of pectin inside the plant's cell wall contains metal ions such as Ca 2+ (25); Fig.  1E . These ions are responsible for the cross-linking between pectin chains, and this process is disfavored as temperature increases (19) . As a consequence, the number of free ions available for conduction increases with temperatures. To investigate the role of Ca 2+ ions, we measured microsamples treated with 15 μL of 0.5 M EDTA, a chelating agent for divalent ions (Fig. 2E, green line) . The addition of EDTA eliminated the temperature sensitivity of the material proving the central role of pectin-Ca 2+ . The conductance increment due to the presence of MWCNTs is constant in temperature ( Fig. 2E ; compare black and yellow lines), whereas the number of free Ca 2+ ions available for current transport increases exponentially with temperature. The presence of MWCNTs provides a permanent conductive pathway, and substitutes water when the material is completely dehydrated. Therefore, MWCNTs are responsible for raising the background conductivity and stabilizing the electrical response, whereas the number of Ca 2+ available for conduction is responsible for the current increase with temperature.
The sample's sensitivity to humidity was still present after adding EDTA (Fig. 2F ). For the results reported in Fig. 2F , the sample was tested at low, constant relative humidity while changing the temperature (monitored with an independent thermometer). After ∼2 h (∼8,000 s) the humidity of the environment was suddenly increased to 68% and subsequently decreased. The measured current increased sharply and then decreased, following humidity, and independently of the temperature. This demonstrates that the sensitivity of cyberwood to humidity is not related to the presence of divalent Ca 2+ ions and can be decoupled from the temperature response.
The cyberwood's conductivity increases ∼25 times when the internal moisture content is increased between 0% and 5.7% at 75°C. A comparable behavior has been described for microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and has been attributed to protons jumping between neighboring water molecules bound to cellulose OH − groups on the amorphous microfibril surfaces (27) (28) (29) . Cyberwood presents similar density (1.03 g/cm 3 ) to MCC (27) (28) (29) . In addition, the cyberwood fractal dimension, measured using impedance spectroscopy (23) , is D = 2.4 and is in line with values reported for MCC in ref. 27 . The concomitant presence of these two parameters indicates the presence of micropores, which have dimensions between 5 and 35 nm. The magnitude of the water-induced proton conductivity, at given moisture content, is determined by the connectivity of the micropores (29) . At densities between ∼0.7 and 1.2 g/cm 3 the pore networks were shown to percolate, facilitating the charge transport through the MCC compact (29) . The same mechanism is supposed to occur in cyberwood.
To compare the cyberwood's response with that of an electrolyte with the same ionic strength as that present in plant cells, we tested the temperature sensitivity of Murashige and Skoog (MS) growth medium only, as shown in Fig. 2E (purple line) . It is evident that the TCR of the MS medium is rather small. Temperature response of cyberwood is also ∼300 times higher than the best electrolyte materials, either solid, liquid, gel, organic, or polymeric (30) .
Temperature at Distance. The very high responsivity to temperature changes of cyberwood suggests that it can be used as a temperature distance sensor. The distance of a warm body from the sensor can be inferred from temperature measurements performed at constant environmental conditions (Fig. S4 ). Fig. 3 shows the capacity to detect the presence of bodies irradiating heat (e.g., a hand and a hotplate) positioned at different distances from the sensor. We tested two cyberwood samples (a larger one and a smaller one) placed in an open oven at 23°C, at constant relative humidity. We first measured the variation of current across the larger sample in response to the motion of a hand positioned in four different locations, ranging from 1 to 19 cm away from the sample (Fig. 3A) . At each position, the hand was held still for 30 s and then rapidly moved away. In correspondence to each hand movement, the current measured across the sample ramped to a different value and then decreased to a reference value corresponding to a temperature of 23°C. A similar experiment was performed to detect the motion of an adult moving in a room (Fig. S4 ). We then measured the response of the smaller sample to movements in-and off-axis of a hotplate held at constant temperature, located 33 cm away from the sample (Fig. 3B ). The smaller sample was also sensitive to variations in the position of the hotplate.
Cyberwood is an example of how plant nanobionics (31) can be exploited to create materials with record high temperature sensitivity.
Materials and Methods
We prepared a 1% SDS solution in MilliQ water and added MWCNTs. We let the solution rest for 150 min. To reduce the clusters in the solution we then sonicated the suspension at room temperature for 20 min. Following, we performed additional purification steps: After sonication, the supernatant was collected and allowed to precipitate for 18 h in a new container. The supernatant was collected again, centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min at room temperature, and the final supernatant was used for experiments. This solution was added to a suspension of growing tobacco BY-2 cells (23). Five independent cells-MWCNTs samples were produced and each analyzed individually. Commercially available CNTs (nonmodified type 3100 MWCNTs, Nanocyl) were used in the solution with SDS. The BY-2 cell line was derived from the callus of seedlings of Nicotiana tabacum and propagated in modified MS medium supplemented with 3% sucrose, 600 μg/mL KH 2 PO 4 , 0.2 μg/mL 2,4-dichlorophenoxacetic acid, and 30 μg/mL thiamine-HCl. Cells were grown in large flasks on a rotary shaker at 130 rpm at 25°C in the dark. Ten percent of stationary phase cells was transferred to a fresh medium every week. Spontaneous aggregation of cells was observed with tobacco cells combined with MWCNTs. After 24 h a gel-like material formed, was collected and dried at 47°C for 15 d. We fabricated macroscopic samples ∼2 cm long, ∼1 cm wide, and ∼3 mm thick, and microscopic samples 500 μm long, 3 mm wide, and 50 μm thick. Control samples of BY-2 only cells were produced depositing and compacting a single layer of BY-2 cells on a substrate. The control samples had the same dimensions as the microscopic samples. See SI Materials and Methods for details on the measurements, setups, and characterization.
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